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FF6506 20W-50
6506
All-season, economy-class universal engine oil, which is a blend of
synthetic components and highly refined mineral oil base, for modern,
highly accelerated petrol and diesel engines with and without
turbocharger, operating in harsh conditions (including hot climates) and
high mileage engines operating in various conditions. Developed based on
the requirements of the TOYOTA Group.
Product properties:
- Due to its stable viscosity over its entire service life and excellent
compatibility with sealing materials, it reduces the probability of leakage
and ensures the required oil pressure, even for engines with high mileage;
- It has a low evaporation rate, which reduces operating consumption;
- A carefully balanced additive package ensures effective engine
performance in all operating conditions: cold starting, city and highway
driving, as well as operation under extreme conditions (off-road, uphill,
trailer driving, maximally loaded) and at high ambient temperatures;
- Due to the high strength of the oil film it effectively protects against
wear, reduces friction and prevents corrosion. It provides reliable
lubrication of all engine units under all operating conditions;
- It has low ash content and good detergent and dispersant properties,
which minimises soot and carbon deposit formation and keeps engine
separate parts clean throughout the interval between oil replacements;
- Due to its natural antioxidants, it effectively resists ageing.
Designed for maximum protection of modern petrol and diesel engines of
a wide range of vehicles (passenger cars, light SUVs, vans and light trucks)
of Asian, American and European manufacturers, operating under extreme
loads and for engines of “old” brands with high mileage.
Recommended for vehicles from: TOYOTA and LEXUS.
It is not recommended for use in heavy-vehicle engines.
CORRESPONDS WITH REQUIREMENTS / SPECIFICATIONS /
PRODUCTS:
Specifications:
SAE 20W-50
API SN
ACEA A3/B4
Approval:
Recommendation:
LEXUS
TOYOTA



PACKAGES (ARTICLE NUMBER):
FF6506-1
FF6506-4
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